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Abstract 
Objective: Investigate how a representative phantom can contribute to enhanced imaging of a Total Knee 

Arthroplasty (TKA) prosthesis in low-field MRI.  

Method: Ingredients of the phantom are gelatine (gelling agent), Dotarem® (T1 modifier), agarose (T2 

modifier) and demineralised water. The T1 and T2 relaxation times of tissue mimicking samples are 

measured using a spin echo sequence in a 0.25 Tesla low field MRI. Artefacts sizes in the MR images of 

the phantom materials with prosthesis are measured and compared with the artefact sizes in the MR 

images of a human knee with prosthesis.  

Results: Relaxation times of the samples ranged from 210 to 480 for T1. It was not possible to calculate 

T2 values in the samples. The artefact sizes differ from artefacts in a real knee with prosthesis. Relaxation 

times of the human knee ranged between 160 and 470 for T1 and between 25 and 127 for T2. 

The phantom is not representative for a human knee, the images do not match. Comparison between 

phantom with prosthesis and knee with prosthesis show conflicting results. Especially the FSE X-MAR 

scan of the phantom shows more artefacts than the standard FSE scan.  

Conclusion: It was not possible to create a representative phantom. It is seen that Dotarem® and agarose 

change T1 relaxation times. The metal artefacts do not show consistent results. For further research a 

more realistic phantom is needed to get comparable distortion in surrounding tissues. A representative 

phantom with complex structures should determine in what way metal artefacts can be reduced, to 

better image TKA problems. 

Keywords: Low-field MRI, phantom, T1 and T2 modifiers, total knee prosthesis, metal artefacts 
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List of abbreviations  
  

Abbreviation  Definition 

CT: Computed tomography 

FOV:   Field-of-view 

FSE:  Fast spin echo 

MOLLI:   Modified look-locker inversion recovery 

MRI:   Magnetic resonance imaging 

OCON:   Orthopedisch Centrum Oost Nederland 

PD:   Proton Density 

PJI:   Prosthetic Joint Infection 

RF:   Radio Frequent 

ROI:   Region of Interest 

SE:   Spin Echo 

SNR:    Signal to noise ratio 

TE:   Echo time 

TKA:   Total Knee Arthroplasty 

TR:   Repetition time 
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Introduction   
Osteoarthritis is a disease that affects the cartilage in the joints. When this cartilage breaks down, it leads 

to pain and stiffness. In 2011, 227.000 men and 367.000 women are diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis in 

the Netherlands. [1] In 2014 24.057 of these patients in the Netherlands were treated with a total knee 

arthroplasty (TKA). [2] A TKA prosthesis consists of three parts: a tibial plateau, a femoral part and a sliding 

layer between these two. When the backside of the patella is worn, a fourth part is added at the backside 

of the patella. [3]  

Once applied into the body, a TKA prosthesis last for 15 to 20 years, depending on usage. In some cases, 

however, the prosthesis has to be revised sooner because it wears faster than expected or it detaches from 

surrounding structures.[4] In 2014 2.541 revisions took place in the Netherlands. [2] 

The most common indicators for a revision surgery are instability of the TKA prosthesis, stiffness after a 

TKA surgery, aseptic loosening and peri-prosthetic joint infection (PJI). [5] In order to visualize these 

complications plain films, nuclear scanning, Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(MRI) can be used. [6] As this study focusses on MRI, the other techniques will not be further elaborated. 

However, MRI has its shortcomings. A limitation of MRI is that the presence of metallic objects lowers the 

imaging capabilities of MRI. [7,8] As the TKA prosthesis is ferromagnetic, it will disturb the magnetic field 

of the MRI (B0). [9] The size of the artefact increases with the field strength of the MRI, thus the prosthesis 

is possibly better imaged with low-field MRI. [10] 

Research should determine how low-field MRI can be used to image patients with a TKA prosthesis. In 

order to do this as efficiently and effectively as possible, such research often uses phantoms. In order to 

make a good, accurate comparison with human tissue, researchers need a phantom that is close to a 

natural knee in low-field MRI. The requirements of a useful phantom are:  [11,12]  

1. Available 

2. Inexpensive 

3. Easy to handle 

4. Easy to edit in different shapes 

5. Durable 

6. Harmless 

7. Similar in relaxation times to bone marrow, fat or muscle 

A successful human-mimicking phantom must have relaxation times that equal human-tissue relaxation 

times. These relaxation times are affected by the way MRI works. As the MRI signal is composed of the 

relaxation of excitated protons, the amount of protons present in each voxel plays a role in MR imaging as 

well as the way protons are bound inside molecules. The relaxation times are adjusted by using T1 and T2 

modifiers, such as agarose, aluminium ions, copper ions and gadolinium ions. [12–15] To make sure that 

the phantom is preservable some antiseptics can be added. A gelling agent like gelatine or carrageenan 

gives the sample some strength and water is used to dissolve the materials. [12,13]  
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This research uses Gadolinium (in Dotarem®) and agarose as T1 and T2 modifiers to vary the phantom's 

relaxation times. Paramagnetic Gadolinium ions lower the T1 relaxation time. The benefit of Gadolinium 

over copper is that Gadolinium is not influenced by temperature or magnetic field strength. [12,15] Agarose 

lowers the T2 relaxation time. It is beneficial for its dissolving qualities. Whereas other potential fabrics like 

graphite and aluminium powder precipitate, agarose homogeneously dissolves into the phantom. Another 

benefit of agarose is that it adds some strength to the phantom, because of its gel-like characteristics. 

[13,16] Gelatine is used, as it was directly available. 

With the right concentrations of the T1 and T2 modifiers, it is possible to mimic bone marrow, fat and 

muscle tissue in low-field MRI. A human tissue mimicking phantom is useful for the enhancement of low-

field MRI research. 
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Objective 
This research is part of a larger overall research of enhanced imaging of patients with metallic knee 

prostheses. This research has two primary goals:  

1. Finding materials that are representative for human tissue in low-field MRI 

2. Figuring out the effect of prosthetic material on the representative materials in low-field MRI.  

The main question that will be answered is: 

How can a representative phantom for patients with metallic knee prostheses contribute to enhanced 

imaging of these patients with low-field MRI? 

This question will be answered using the following sub questions: 

 Which concentrations of the phantom materials represent bone, muscle and fat tissue in the 

human knee according to literature? 

 How to calculate T1 and T2 relaxation times? 

 Which concentrations of the phantom materials represent bone, muscle and fat tissue in the 

human knee during a low-field MRI scan? 

 How to quantify the size and distortion of metal artefacts in low-field MRI? 

 What is the difference in size and distortion of the metal artefacts in low-field MRI between the 

phantom (with prosthesis) and a human knee (with prosthesis)? 

Hypothesis 
We expect to be able to create a phantom with representative T1 and T2 values out of the selected 

materials that adheres to the requirements as stated in the introduction. If the phantom has the same 

relaxation times as human tissue, the artefacts in the images of the phantom will be similar to those in 

images of a human knee with prosthesis. The phantom will not have complex structures like a human knee, 

but will be useful for optimizing the settings of artefact reduction sequences.   
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Background information 
Anatomy  
The human knee consists of three bones: the femur (thigh bone), tibia (shin bone) and the patella 

(kneecap). Although the fibula (calf bone) is located close to the knee joint, it is not actually part of the 

joint. All places of contact within the knee joint are covered with cartilage. Between the femur and the tibia 

are two menisci (lateral and medial meniscus) that reduce friction and absorb some of the shocks the joint 

may encounter. The bones are encapsulated by the fibrous and synovial membrane. Inside this membrane 

synovial fluid makes sure that the joint keeps lubricated.  

A series of ligaments and tendons stabilize the joint and hold all the separate parts together. The 

extracapsular ligaments are located on the outside of the joint. The patellar ligament is located on the 

anterior side of the knee. Laterally and medially to the knee joint are the collateral ligaments (fibular 

collateral ligament and tibial collateral ligament). The oblique popliteal ligament and arcuate popliteal 

ligament are the two ligaments strengthening the posterior side of the knee.  [17] 

The two ligaments inside the knee joint are called cruciate ligaments. They are located in the middle of the 

joint and cross each other forming the letter 'X'. They prevent cruciate ligaments are the two ligaments 

inside the knee joint. They lay in the middle of the joint and cross each other forming the letter X. They 

prevent anterior and posterior movement of the femur and tibia. Some of the muscles surrounding the 

knee also play a role in stabilizing the knee-joint (Figure 1). [17] 

 

FIGURE 1: ANATOMY OF THE KNEE, FRONTAL VIEW [18] 

Pathology 
Knee disorders occur in young and old people. Ligament and tendon injuries, cartilage and bone disorders 

and inflammations are some examples of disorders. Total knee arthroplasty is a treatment for patients 

suffering from arthritis. The cartilage between the femur and tibia in humans with knee arthritis is impaired 

and worn. Bone ends of the femur and tibia can hit each other, or bone outgrowths form around the 

damaged cartilage. As a result, the knee joint becomes stiff and painful. [19] 
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In most of the cases, arthritis is age-related. Other causes of the disease are bone damages, previous knee 

surgeries, inflammations and infections. Risk factors for the development of arthritis are obesity, 

performing a heavy job, the position of the legs and heredity. [19] 

Total Knee Arthroplasty    
A TKA surgery in which an arthritic knee is replaced by a prosthesis follows an eight-step procedure (Figure 

2). After opening the knee and setting the joint, pieces of the femur and tibia are removed using a template. 

Hereby, the anterior cruciate ligament and lateral cruciate ligament are removed as well. After the bone 

has been prepared, the metal implants are secured into the bone using cement or pressure. After that, 

plastic is placed between the metal parts, in order to create a gliding surface. [3,20] 

 

FIGURE 2: STEP-BY-STEP OVERVIEW OF THE PROCEDURE OF A TKA SURGERY [3] 

TKA failures 
After surgery different failures of TKA prosthesis can cause patient's discomfort. A revision of the TKA is 

often necessary to help a patient. The most common failures are: 

 Instability of the TKA prosthesis. Most of the time, patients do not feel the instability. They only 

feel pain and sometimes functional impairment due to the instability. Risk factors for getting an 

instable knee prosthesis are: obesity, muscular pathologies, hip or foot deformities and neurologic 

pathologies. 

 Stiffness after a TKA surgery. The flexion and extension of the knee are substandard, what causes 

pain. Risk factors for this problem are a limited range of motion before surgery, a poor recovery 

after surgery, biological predisposition, intraoperative complications and psychological problems 

of a patient. 

 Aseptic loosening. Most of the time, this is implant-related. A big risk factor for this problem is 

obesity. Other risk factors are material debris in the knee and a malalignment of the leg. Patients 

feel pain during walking and weight-bearing. 

 Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI). There are multiple risk factors for getting a PJI like: previous 

surgeries, recent bacteraemia, a history of PJI and a bunch of comorbidities. 
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Basic principles of MRI  
In theory many of the chemical elements that make up our bodies can be used for MRI scans. However, 

MRI technology uses hydrogen atoms as they are abundant and have a large gyromagnetic ratio. Large 

parts of bodies consist of water. The chemical consistency of water (H2O) has two hydrogen atoms and 

one oxygen atom, so there are a lot of hydrogen atoms in our body that an MRI scanner can use. The 

gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen is 42.57 MHz/T, which is ideal for imaging. 

Hydrogen atoms contain a single positively charged proton and a single negatively charged electron. The 

proton is like a little magnet with a north and a south pole. As the proton is charged, turns around its axis. 

MRI technology uses the magnetic properties of the protons in hydrogen atoms to create a signal. A MRI 

scanner applies a strong magnetic field (B0) to the patient, at which the hydrogen protons align, either 

parallel or anti-parallel, with magnetic field B0 of the MRI. This affects the protons in two ways: their axes 

turn and point along the field direction and they precess around B0 with the Larmor frequency.  The 

magnetic fields of all protons added together referred to as net-magnetisation. 

The signal of the MRI is measured by induction. The signal is detected by a receiving coil. When no scanning 

is taking place, the net-magnetisation is aligned with the main magnetic field B or the Z-axis. The MRI coils 

then do not measure anything. A signal can only be measured when the magnetisation is turning through 

the coil.  When a radio frequent pulse (RF) is applied, the net-magnetisation is tipped out of alignment into 

the xy-plane. When protons are excited by the RF frequency, they are in a high-energy state. They want to 

return to their natural low-energy state, so when the RF frequency is removed, they return to the direction 

of B0. The process is called relaxation. T1 relaxation describes what happens along the z-axis (Figure 3). [21]  

 

FIGURE 3: T1 RELAXATION, AFTER THE RF EXCITATION PULSE THE NET MAGNETISATION RAISES ALONG THE Z-AXIS [22] 

T2 relaxation depends on the phase of the proton. The proton's velocity is the same after the excitation. 

But because a proton is a magnet the two equivalent poles repel each other. The reaction of the proton is 

that one will turn slower and the other faster, so they turn out of phase. The process of the proton to be 

in phase and then turn out of phase is T2 relaxation (Figure 4).  
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FIGURE 4: T2 RELAXATION, THE NET MAGNETIZATION VECTOR TURNS IN THE XY-PLANE AND TURN OUT PHASE [22] 

Every tissue has its own values for T1 and T2, because protons are bounded differently in every molecule. 

[21]  

During the relaxation process the spinning protons exude their excess energy in the form of radio frequent-

waves. These waves can be measured when they are perpendicular to the main electric field and can only 

be measured over a short period of time. [21] 

In order to localise these signals three additional magnetic gradients are applied. These gradients are 

generated by three coils in the directions z, x and y. [21] 

 The z-gradient defines the difference along the main magnetic field. The magnetic field is higher 

at the top and lower at the bottom. A higher magnetic field B0 means a higher Larmor frequency. 

The protons will spin with a different frequency. By using a RF pulse with a higher frequency the 

protons in the top of the body will react because they are the only ones that are spinning at that 

frequency. In this way, a body slice is selected.  

 The y-gradient defines the phase (point on the circle of a waveform). The protons in the anterior 

part of the slice will turn faster than the protons in the posterior part of the slice. The moment the 

gradient is switched off, the protons will spin with the same velocity, but at a different phase.   

 The x-gradient defines the frequency. The protons on the left will turn with a different frequency 

than on the right. This frequency difference will result in a phase difference that can later be used 

for localisation. The lower frequency protons will get an extra phase difference on top of the phase 

difference created by the y-gradient.  

Combined the three gradients form unique combination of frequency and phase, localising the signal to a 

specific voxel (point in space). 

A slice with a unique combination of frequency and phase is not yet an image, in order to create a usable 

image, the MRI data is translated into k-space.  Signals with a low frequency are saved in the middle and 

high frequency signals on the outside. Low frequency signals contain information about signal strength and 

contrast. While high frequency signals give information about the spatial resolution (sharpness). The k-
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space is almost symmetric from top to bottom. That means that if a little more than 50 percent of the data 

is known, the rest of the k-space can be filled in based on the symmetry. The K-space is not perfect 

symmetric, filling the k-space based on symmetry is only used by fast scanning. [22] 

In order to improve the signal of an MRI scan, the Spin Echo sequence (SE) can be used (Figure 5). With a 

90 degrees’ excitation pulse the net magnetisation is flipped towards the xy-plane. After that, the signal 

dephases as a result of T2 relaxation. SE sends an additional RF pulse, this time a RF pulse of 180 degrees. 

As a result, the spins rephase and produce a higher signal. This signal is an echo, because it is reconstructed 

out of the original signal (Figure 6). [21] 

 

FIGURE 5: SPIN ECHO SEQUENCE [22] 

 

FIGURE 6: REPHASING OF THE SIGNAL, SPIN SYSTEM FLIPPED OVER THE Y-PLANE [22]  

In order to fill the k-space this process is repeated until the matrix is filled. The repetition time (TR) is the 

time between two 90 degrees excitation pulses. The echo time (TE) is the time between the 90 degrees 

excitation pulse and the echo. [21] 

In addition to high-field MRI there is low-field MRI. The difference between the two is that low-field MRI 

uses a lower magnetic field B0. High-field MRI units provide better spatial and contrast resolutions [23]. 

The use of low-field MRI however has several advantages over high field MRI: [24] 

 The open design of low-field MRI maximizes patient comfort and minimizes claustrophobia.  

 Some systems are able to turn to a 90 degrees angle, which allows the user to take gravity into 

account.  

 The low-field MRI may cost only half that of a high-field MRI because purchase price increases with 

field strength  

 Low-field MRI makes use of a permanent magnet that does not require cooling, which reduces the 

operational costs. However, when a coil is used it will still use a lot of energy.  
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 Low-field MRI has a lower fringe field, which means it is easier to site and shield the magnet within 

a hospital or imaging centre.  

 Low-field MRI is less susceptible to metal artefacts because the difference in signal strength is 

highlighted to a smaller degree than it is in high-field MRI. The artefact size is proportional to the 

field strength. This means that MRIs with lower field strength have smaller artefacts than high-

field MRIs.  

 Lower energy deposition in tissues. Energy deposition causes tissue heating, which is dangerous. 

The amount of energy deposition in tissue by radio frequent pulses is proportional to the square 

of the magnetic field strength. [25,26] 

MRI artefacts 
When imaging with MRI, artefacts are always present. Artefacts are misrepresentations of the object or 

distortions in the image and can make it difficult to differentiate structures. In order to interpret the images 

accurately, it is necessary to understand what kind of artefacts can occur with MR imaging. Artefacts are 

divided in three main groups: tissue-, motion- or technique-related artefacts. In this research the focus will 

be on the tissue-related artefacts, specifically the metal artefacts. Those artefacts are the most important 

since they distort the image the most. Tissue artefacts are: chemical shift, chemical shift 2nd kind (India 

ink), magic angle, dielectric and the magnetic susceptibility artefact. The following technique related 

artefacts are discussed: aliasing, truncation and RF overflow artefacts. [27]  

Small local differences in magnetic shielding of electron clouds are present between water and fat 

molecules. This results in a small frequency shift, which makes the spatial position shift and will show the 

fat or water protons mismapped on the MR image in the frequency-encode direction. This occurs because 

the MRI scanner perceives the fat samples as if they are water molecules from a different voxel and is called 

a chemical shift artefact. Chemical shift of the 2nd kind will not occur with spin echo sequences, but only 

occur with gradient echoes, which will not be used in this research. [28,29] 

Magnetic susceptibility artefacts occur when the main magnetic field is disturbed by a magnetized material. 

This disturbance causes distortions in both the frequency and phase encoding direction. Materials that can 

disperse the magnetic field are called diamagnetic. While materials that can concentrate the magnetic field 

are called (super)paramagnetic or ferromagnetic depending on the size of the caused effect.   

Ferromagnetic materials cause the largest artefacts and are thus the biggest problem. The artefact size is 

proportional to the field strength as well, therefore low-field MRI should improve imaging in patients with 

metal implants over high-field MRI. [30] 

The magical angle artefact occurs when highly-structured molecules, like collagen, are imaged under a 54,7 

degree angle. This increases the intensities of the processed MRI signal at places where it should not and 

makes certain structures look pathologic when they are not. Since such information will not be processed 

in this research, it should only be taken into account when collecting the healthy values. 

Motion artefacts are no structural problem either in this research because there are no periodical 

movements such as cardiac or respiratory movements in the knee. The phantom does not move at all and 

movement of the patient is easily prevented by fixating the knee with pillows. [29,31] 
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The technique related artefacts can mostly be prevented by calibrating the MRI scanner and following the 

right scan protocols. The herringbone or shading artefact should be taken into account which can be caused 

by power spikes and the patient touching the RF coils. [31] 

A common software artefact is aliasing (or wrap-around artefact). This occurs when the field of view (FOV) 

is smaller than the body part being imaged. The FOV is assigned with 360 degrees of phase cycles. When 

an object falls outside this FOV it will be assigned a degree above or below 360 degrees. Since the phase-

encoding step defines all spatial positions in the 0 to 360 degree range, this means that an object with 361 

degrees is perceived as 1 degree and will be mismapped on the other side of the image. [29] 

Another software artefact is the truncation artefact. This artefact is characterised by lines running parallel 

to an object with sharp high-contrast boundaries. It originates in the conversion between scanning and 

reconstruction because the software is not able to reconstruct this sharp contrast. [31] 

An RF overflow artefact can be seen as a shading pattern over the image, and increased intensities at places 

where there is none. It originates out of the RF receiver, which makes an estimation of the signal range 

before each scan. If the signal exceeds this range, an overflow will occur in the data acquisition. [32] 
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Method  
Phase I material concentration research 

I.A Preparation of material samples 
This research uses a phantom composed of gelatine (Dr. Oetker), agarose (Invitrogen, UltraPure), 

Dotarem® (Guerbet) and demineralised water.  

For the study 27 samples are produced where each sample consists of 10 gram gelatine, a concentration 

of agarose between 1.0-3.5 mg, a concentration of Dotarem® between 0-4.5 µL and 90 gram distilled 

water.  

Table 4 (Appendix A) indicates the exact concentrations for each sample. In order to measure the quantities 

of all substances a scale with an accuracy of 0.001 gram is used. A pipette of 2-20 µL is used for the 

measurements of Dotarem®. 

The selected concentrations of agarose and Dotarem® are based on a previous study by Yoshimura et al.. 

[12] Yoshimura et al. used GdCl3 as T1 modifier instead of Dotarem®. We converted the concentrations of 

GdCl3 to concentrations of Dotarem® by using the molecular weight of the elements. The used converting 

formula is shown in equation 1. [12] 

𝐷 =
[𝐺𝑑] ∗ (𝑆𝑊) ∗  𝑀 ∗ 10−7

𝐶 ∗ 10−3
            (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1) 

The formula uses the following variables as input variables:  

 D   = the amount of Dotarem® in mL  

 [Gd]   = the amount of GdCl3 in µmol/kg, used in previous study 

 SW  = Sample weight (100 gram) 

 M   = molecular weight of Dotarem® (558.64 g/mol) 

 C  = concentration of Gd in Dotarem® (279.32 mg/mL) 

All substances are mixed together in a beaker. The mixture is heated until 90-100 °C while being stirred in 

order to dissolve the gelatine and agarose. Gelatine dissolves at +- 40 °C and agarose at 90-100 °C. [33] 

After heating, the mixture is placed in a test tube and sealed with a stop. As a last step, the mixture is 

placed in a fridge of +-5 degrees for at least two hours. 

I.B MRI measurements 
The MRI measurements are made with a 0.25T low-field MRI scanner of Esaote, model G-scan Brio. For all 

measurements the DPA knee coil (elliptical 143x160x183 mm) is used.   

The MRI scans of previous studies, for example the study by Yoshimura et al., are made at 3 Tesla, which is 

much higher than the 0.25 Tesla scans of this study. We assumed the T1 and T2 relaxation times of both 

human tissue and phantom-samples to change proportionally to each other.[12] 
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The DPA knee coil is open, that is to say it has two open ends. After some tests the signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) at the open ends of the coil turned out to be lower than the SNR in the centre of the coil. In order to 

make sure that every sample is scanned with the same SNR, all samples were placed in a circle-formation 

in the centre of the coil. We used a transverse scanning plane to scan our samples. We placed markers to 

locate the samples.  

The samples are scanned with the lowest possible slice thicknesses (2 mm and 3 mm) in order to get an 

accurate image. A large thickness has a negative effect on the detail of the MR image, because the average 

of a larger tissue portion is taken. In order to be able to make a reliable comparison, all other settings were 

kept the same, such as matrix (256x61), field of view (FOV)(250x120), band width and number of 

acquisitions (1), fixed at each scan.  

For T1 calculation a 0° spin echo sequence is used. The TE is fixed at 18 ms and the TR values varied with: 

50, 120, 190, 260, 330, 400, 470, 540, 610, 680, 750, 890, 1030, 1170, 1300 and 1500 ms. The shortest TE 

of the system is chosen in order to make T2 influence minimal. TR times are chosen in steps between 50 

and 1500 in order to make an accurate estimation of the T1 relaxation curve.  [12,13] 

For T2 calculation a 0° spin echo sequence is used. The TR is fixed at 2500 ms and TE varied with: 18, 24, 

30, 34, 50, 80, 90, 100, 110 and 120 ms. In order to eliminate most of the T1 influence, almost all 

longitudinal magnetization should be recovered. About 3-5 times of the T1 time are needed for such 

recovery (T1 interval times). Table 1 shows that increasing the number of T1 intervals above 4.0 makes the 

regrowth of the net magnetisation is neglectable. However, when a very high TR is chosen, the scan time 

increases significantly. TE times are chosen in steps between 18 and 120 in order to make an accurate 

estimation of the T2 relaxation curve. [34]  

TABLE 1: PERCENTAGE OF NET MAGNETISATION (MZ) NEXT TO AMOUNT OF T1 INTERVAL TIMES REQUIRED TO GET THAT 

PERCENTAGE OF MZ REGROWTH [21,35] 

Amount T1 
times  

Regrowth of longitudinal 
magnetization  

0.5  39%  

1.0  63%  

1.5  78%  

2.0  86%  

3.0  95%  

4.0  98%  

5.0  99%  

 

In order to validate the T1 and T2 values a healthy knee is scanned with the same settings as the samples.  

Homogeneity test 

In order to validate the MR-images, a sample with only gelatine was placed in the MRI. A 0° spin echo 

sequence with a TR of 2500 ms and a TE of 18 ms was used. The signal intensity at different places was 

measured by drawing thirteen regions of interests (ROI) (Figure 7). 
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FIGURE 7: GELATINE SAMPLE WITH POSITIONS OF ROIS MEASURED FOR THE HOMOGENEITY TEST 

I.C Examination of relaxation times 
The MRI measurements were analysed using MATLAB R2016a software. In order to determine the sample 

intensities, a ROI was taken from each sample and the mean calculated with MATLAB R2016a. We made a 

correction for the background intensity of the MR images, as the intensities differed across the image we 

generated. We used the following formula to calculate the intensity: 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑅𝑂𝐼 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒) − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑅𝑂𝐼 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)            (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2) 

The T1 relaxation time is calculated by plotting the reduced intensities against the TR. For the T2 relaxation 

time the reduced intensities are plotted against TE. The fit function in MATLAB R2016a plotted a predicted 

exponential curve through the intensities. The T1 value is the value at 63.2% at the intensity/TR curve and 

the T2 the 36.8% value at the intensity/TE curve. (Figure 8) [36–38]  

 

FIGURE 8: A (LEFT): AN INTENSITY CURVE FOR CALCULATION OF T1 RELAXATION TIMES. B (RIGHT): AN INTENSITY CURVE FOR 

CALCULATION OF T2  RELAXATION TIMES 

Statistics 

The reliability of the intensity points is calculated with MATLAB R2016a using the R² values of the intensity 

values. R² is a statistical measure that provides a measure for how the observed intensity values are 

replicated by the T1 and T2 curves. The 95% confidence interval (equation 4) is calculated using the 

standard deviation (equation 3). 
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Phase II Metal artefact research 

II.A Preparation of phantom with prosthesis 
In order to explore the influence of agarose and Dotarem® on the size of metal artefacts, we created a 

phantom with two stacked layers. The first layer consisted of 10 % gelatine and the second layer 

consisted of 10 % gelatine, 2 gram agarose and 3 µL Dotarem®. In the centre of the phantom a femoral 

Co-Cr part of a prosthesis is placed. The sizes of the femoral part are measured with a calliper. Figure 9 

shows the measured parts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 9: SIZE MEASUREMENTS OF PROSTHESIS 

II.B MRI measurements 
The phantom is scanned with the MRI settings listed in Table 2. [39] In order to validate the artefact size of 

the phantom, a participant with a prosthesis is scanned with the same settings. The TKA of the participant 

consists of a titanium (Ti-6AL-4V) tibial plateau, a femoral part made of Co-Cr and two sliding layers of 

polyethylene. [40] 

TABLE 2: SETTINGS OF THE MRI SCANNER FOR EACH SEQUENCE 

Sequence FSE PD X-MAR FSE PD Fast STIR X-MAR FAST STIR XBONE T2 

Orientation sagittal sagittal coronal coronal coronal 

Thickness 4 4 4 4 4 

Bandwidth 10.3010 10.3010 10.3011 10.3011 10.3010 

FA 90 90 90 90 45 

Matrix size 288x240 224x224 224x218 240x228 288x224 

Number of 
acquisitions 

2 1 2 1 1 

TR 2860 2560 2740 2580 900 

TE 12 25 12 25 14 

TI - - 75 70 - 

FOV 200x200 230x230 230x220 190x190 210x210 
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II.C Examination of metal artefacts 
RadiAnt DICOM viewer 3.0.2. is used for the measurement of the artefact sizes. We made the assumption 

that the artefact follows the contour of the prosthesis. The contours are determined by human sight and 

then measured with the measuring tool in RadiAnt. The distances between the femoral condyles 

component (outside-outside, centre-centre, inside-inside), the total height, the total width and the 

thickness of the anterior and posterior part are measured. (Figure 9)  
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Results 
Phase I material concentration research 

I.B MRI measurements 
Figure 10 displays the MR images used for the calculation of the T1 and T2 relaxation times of the scanned 

samples. In both images some inhomogeneity of the samples is shown by darker and lighter spots. The MR 

images of the T2 sequences with TE times above 80 ms differ from all the other T2 images. The intensity of 

the background of the images with TE times above 80 ms is high, which resulted in a grey background. 

Besides the intensities of the samples are not in line with the other measured sample intensities for the T2 

relaxation time. This looks like an RF overflow artefact. [41]  

The MR images used for the calculation of the T1 relaxation times of the scanned samples (Figure 10)Figure 

1 show the same inhomogeneity. In most of the samples an artefact can be seen. Samples show oval lines 

disturbing the homogeneity in each sample. The high intensities shown in Figure 10B are not found in the 

MR images for the calculation of the T1 relaxation times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 11 a scan of the healthy knee used for the validation of the T1 relaxation time and T2 relaxation 

time calculations is shown. The bone, muscle and fat structures of the knee are possible to distinguish, 

which is desirable for further analysis. Parts of the knee closer to the open ends of the coil show a lower 

intensity, which can be seen in the darker image. In the MR images used for calculating the T2 relaxation 

time of the knee tissues, an aliasing artefact is shown. [29]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 10 A. AN MR IMAGE USED TO CALCULATE T1 TIMES, THICKNESS 

3 MM, TR 1500 MS; B. AN MR IMAGE USED TO CALCULATE T2 TIMES, 
THICKNESS 3 MM, TR 2500 MS, TE 90 MS 

FIGURE 11: A T2 WEIGHTED IMAGE OF THE 

VOLUNTEER. AN ALIASING ARTEFACT CAN BE 

SEEN ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FIGURE. 
LOWER INTENSITIES CAN BE SEEN TOWARDS 

THE OUTSIDE 
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Homogeneity test 

Figure 12 shows the intensity for each ROI in the gelatine sample (Figure 7). A variation in intensities is 

seen, by comparing the intensities at each location. From the top to the bottom of the gelatine sample. 

(ROI: 1-7) the values seem more or less the same, with a 95% confidence interval of (1065.26-1113.92). 

From the left of the gelatine sample to the right of the sample (ROI: 8-10, 4, 11-13) inhomogeneity is seen, 

with a 95% confidence interval of (1091.15-1266.16).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 12 RESULTS OF THE HOMOGENEITY TEST OF GELATINE SAMPLES. INTENSITIES OF ROIS 

I.C Examination of relaxation times 
The calculated T1 and T2 values of bone, muscle and fat knee tissues of the healthy knee, used for the 

validation of the T1 and T2 relaxation time of the samples, are displayed in Figure 13Figure 13. Remarkable 

is the difference between the relaxation times of femur and tibia bone tissue, which is 54 ms. The values 

found in the literature are slightly different than the measured values. [22] Despite the difference we used 

the measured T1 and T2 values of the human tissues for validation.  

The mean R² for the T1 relaxation times is 0.99 (0.9894-0.9931) and for the T2 relaxation times is 0.67 

(0.4816-0.8760). For each sample MATLAB created an average T1 and T2 curve for the measured 

intensities. One of the best fitting T2 relaxation time curves is shown in Figure 14 . The measured intensities 

partly deviate from the curve.  

FIGURE 13: A. T1 VALUES OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF A HEALTHY HUMAN KNEE AT 0.25 T, B. T1 VALUES OF VARIOUS 

TISSUES OF A HEALTHY HUMAN KNEE AT 0.25 T, B. T1 VALUES OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF A HEALTHY HUMAN KNEE AT 0.25 

T, B. T1 VALUES OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF A HEALTHY HUMAN KNEE AT 0.25 T [22] 
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FIGURE 14: T2 CURVE OF FAT OF THE HEALTHY KNEE, R² OF 0.8760 

The T1 relaxation times of the samples mimicking bone are displayed in Figure 14. The T1 relaxation times 

mimicking muscle and fat are displayed in Appendix B (Figure 19, Figure 20). The calculated T1 relaxation 

times seem inconsistent. Although we expected the T1 relaxation times to lower as Dotarem® 

concentrations increased, we only saw this effect at concentrations of 1.0, 1.2 and 2.5 gram agarose. In all 

samples with higher agarose concentrations the T1 relaxation times were inconsistent.  

The calculated T1 relaxation times of the bone and fat samples are higher than the calculated T1 relaxation 

times of the bone and fat tissue of the human knee, while the T1 relaxation times of the muscle samples 

are lower than the T1 relaxation time of muscle tissue.   

The intensities of the T2 relaxation times of the samples mimicking bone, muscle and fat tissue are 

displayed in figure 16. The average R² of the intensity curve for the T2 calculation in the bone samples is 

0.11 (0-0.3771), in the fat samples is 0.32 (0.1432-0.4519) and in muscle samples 0.35 (0-0.8273), which is 

very low. We do not make a calculation for the T2 relaxation time of the samples, due to low R² values. 

FIGURE 15: T1 TIMES OF BONE SAMPLES. THE AVERAGE R2 FOR THESE SAMPLES IS 

0.99 (0.9832-0.9913)  
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FIGURE 16: INTENSITIES OF BONE, FAT AND MUSCLE SAMPLES VERSUS TE TIMES, USED TO CALCULATE T2 TIMES 

Phase II Metal artefact research 

II.B MRI measurements 
In Figure 17 MR images of the healthy knee with TKA prosthesis and Figure 18 shows the MR images of the 

phantom with knee prosthesis. Both Figure 17A and Figure 18A are scanned with the FSE PD X- MAR 

sequence (metal artefact reducing) and both Figure 17B and Figure 18B with the FSE PD sequence/settings. 

In all 4 images a few metal artefacts are visible: a black haze at the place of the prosthesis and some bright 

white spots, probably caused by the prosthesis. It is clearly visible that the artefacts in surrounding 

structures next to the prosthesis show much larger artefacts in the human knee than in the phantom. In 

Figure 17B some metal splinters in the femur are visible.  

The metal artefacts are less explicit in the images made with the FSE PD X-MAR settings than in the images 

made with the standard FSE PD settings, but the X-MAR images have less detail in the surrounding 

structures. This is also visible in the images made in other sequences displayed in Appendix B (Figure 21, 

Figure 22, Figure 23) 
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FIGURE 17: A. FSE PD X-MAR; THICKNESS 4.0 MM, TR 2560 MS, TE 25 MS. B. THICKNESS 4.0 MM, TR 2860 MS, TE 

12 MS 

 

FIGURE 18: A. FSE PD X-MAR; THICKNESS 4.0 MM, TR 2560 MS, TE 25 MS. B. THICKNESS 4.0 MM, TR 2860 MS, TE 

12 MS 

II.C Examination of metal artefacts 
A clear distinction is visible between each sequence and its X-MAR settings in the images of the knee with 

TKA prosthesis. The artefacts in the images scanned with MAR settings are smaller. This is both visible when 

looking at the images by eye as well as measuring the artefact sizes with RadiAnt DICOM viewer 3.0.2.  

It should be pointed out though, when comparing the acquired MRI data with the real values, that the size 

of the artefact is larger in the phantom than in the participant. There is no clear difference in interaction 

seen between the prosthesis and the upper and lower layer either. The results are shown in Table 3. [40] 
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TABLE 3: SIZE MEASUREMENTS ARTEFACTS PROTHESIS. *NM: NOT MEASURABLE, THE ARTEFACT SIZES ARE TOO LARGE TO 

MEASURE. **71++: THE ARTEFACTS EXCEED THE RANGE OF THE SLICES, SO THE HEIGHT IS AT LEAST 71.  ***L, R: LEFT, 
RIGHT. “-“ : PARAMETERS ARE NOT MEASURABLE IN THE CHOSEN IMAGING PLANE 

 

Sequence Phantom/ 
participant 

Height 
(V+W+Z) 

Width 
(M/L) 

Anterior width 
(A/P - X - Y) 

Posterior 
width (Y) 

Condyle 
(i-i)  

Condyle 
(c-c) 

Condyle 
(o-o) 

Real size Participant 59.8 72 7 10 26 49 - 
Phantom 54 71 5 7L, 4R*** 15 44 71 

FSE PD X-MAR Participant 68 72 5 9 - - - 
Phantom  83 88 20 13 - - - 

FSE PD Participant  63 79 19 21 - - - 
Phantom  70 88 9 15 - - -  

Fast STIR X-
MAR  

Participant 71 59 - - 22 45 68 
Phantom 71++** 72 30 25L,23R*** 27 48 82 

Fast STIR Participant 92 77 - -  NM* 72 
Phantom 71++** 70 15 25 6 45 88 

X-Bone  Participant  61 76 - - 15 43 70 
Phantom NM* 96 25 NM* NM*  60 102 
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Discussion  
The objective of this research is to investigate how a representative phantom can contribute to enhanced 

imaging of a TKA prosthesis in low-field MRI. First we will discuss if our self-made phantom is 

representative. Then we will comment on the accuracy of the analysis which conclusions can be drawn 

from this research. 

Phase I material concentration research 

I.A Preparation of material samples 
The used method of heating the samples has some flaws. The samples were made in beakers with varying 

sizes and the temperature of the heating plate differed throughout the preparation of the samples. Both 

influence the speed of the heating process. A previous research set-up that aimed to produce accurate 

samples established that the use of an oil bath in combination with a porcelain container is a better method 

to heat the samples. [33] In other studies a water bath is used for heating the samples, following by heating 

in a microwave. [12] However, in this research it was not possible to use this kind of equipment. This might 

have resulted in more foam and different viscosities in the samples. Because the samples scorched very 

quickly at high temperatures, the samples were heated until 95 degrees, which is slightly below the 

maximum range of 90-100 degrees Celsius in which agarose dissolves. This could have influenced the 

homogeneity of the samples and makes the samples less comparable.  

Prolonged heating can cause the gelatine to degrade. In this research the samples have not been heated 

for more than 30 minutes so a maximum of 6% decrease in gel strength has occurred. When the samples 

are heated for a longer period of time this decrease in strength should be taken into account. [42]  

Dotarem® was added with a pipet that was not accurate enough for the weighted amount. Since this 

amount is very small, a tiny variation could have influenced the T1 time considerably. In previous studies 

corrections were made for the evaporated water that was lost during heating. [33] In our research the 

samples were heated a lot shorter and the weight of the sample was not influenced because the sample 

was made out of a proportion of the total heated sample. 

I.B MRI measurements 
The result of the homogeneity test, seen in Figure 7, shows that the main magnetic field is not homogenous. 

This means that the same samples in other locations in the circle formation show different T1 and T2 values. 

This is probably one of the causes of the unexpected T1 times shown in Figure 15, Figure 19 and Figure 20. 

The figures show that a higher concentration of Dotarem® sometimes results in a lower and sometimes in 

a higher T1 time, while it should only lower the T1 time. Thus no link can be found between the 

concentration of Dotarem® and the T1 times in our research. In an attempt to improve the image quality, 

some scans with a higher slice thickness (10 mm) were made, following the examples of Yoshimura et al. 

and Ikomoto et al. [13,16] (Appendix B: Figure 24) This did indeed improve the homogeneity of the images, 

but it did not change the background noise. Furthermore, different issues arose because of the higher slice 

thickness as the T1 and T2 values became more inconsistent than with a slice thickness of 2 mm. 
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Figure 11 shows a few artefacts. The images show a dark line from top to bottom in the middle. The 

background changes from black to grey to white on the side of the images with a TE of 80, 90, 100, 110 and 

120ms. This is a RF overflow artefact, which occurs when the measured signal exceeds the dynamic range 

of the analog-to-digital converter. As both the background and the samples change in intensities the 

measured values are less accurate. [21,22] 

A lot of the samples show parallel lines at the sample boundaries and in some knee tissue parallel lines are 

visible as well.  These are truncation artefacts which occur when the image contains high-contrast 

boundaries. This causes the samples to be less homogenous and thus influences the measured intensities. 

[31] A clear example can be seen in Figure 12 in the intensities of the large gelatine sample. 

In the T2 images with a TE of 90 and 100ms chemical shift artefacts were visible around the edges of the 

samples. [29] This is not really a problem since the measurements are done in the centre of the samples.  

I.C Examination of relaxation times 
To calculate the T2 relaxation time, a decreasing exponential curve of the sample intensities at increasing 

TEs is needed. Some of the measured intensities of the samples are increasing instead of decreasing at 

increasing TEs. When this is the case the R² value of the intensity curve is close to zero. The R² values of the 

bone, muscle and fat mimicking samples are respectively 0.11, 0.32 and 0.35. The cause of the increasing 

sample intensities lies in corrupted images. The images with TE times above 80ms seem corrupted (Figure 

11) The background (air) of these images has a bright colour which indicates a low SNR. After correction 

for the background intensity some values of the sample intensities became negative. These negative values 

occur as the background had a higher intensity than some of the samples.  

The ROIs drawn in MATLAB R2016a where selected individually. Therefore it is possible that in some 

calculations a proportion of the sample container was included, which results in wrong intensity values. 

With the used MATLAB script however it was not possible to do this differently. Ikemoto at al. had set their 

ROI at a standard diameter. [13] In this way the measured pixels are the same for every sample, which 

results in a more reliable comparison between samples. 

The predicted curve, plotted with the function fit in MATLAB R2016a, changes a lot by one of more extreme 

intensity values. This has an influence on the calculated relaxation times and on the R² of those values as 

well. The mean R² for the T2 values of the healthy knee is 0.67 (0.4816-0.8760).  

Phase II Metal artefact research 

II.A Preparation of phantom with prosthesis 
In the creation of a phantom with a prosthesis, the idea is to place the prosthesis in the phantom in the 

same position as the prosthesis in the human knee. Unfortunately, the position of the prostheses in the 

phantom and the human knee did not correspond exactly. The position of a metallic implant in a MRI 

scanner, matters for the size of the artefacts as well as the position of the participant or phantom. [38] As 

the position of prostheses is different, a comparison between the artefacts in the phantom with prosthesis 

and the human knee with prosthesis is less reliable. 

In the phantom we only placed the femoral part of the prosthesis (Figure 17). The participant with a 

prosthesis has both the femoral and tibial part of the prosthesis (Figure 18). The tibial part of the prosthesis 

probably has its influence on the size of the femoral artefact. Due to this, a comparison of the artefacts in 
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the images of the phantom with prosthesis and the artefacts in the images of the human knee with 

prosthesis is not reliable. 

II.B MRI measurements 
When comparing the images of the phantom with prosthesis and the human knee with prosthesis some 

striking results show up. Both images of the normal FSE sequence show more detail in surrounding 

structures than the X-MAR sequence, but in the images of the phantom with prosthesis the metal artefacts 

are larger with the X-MAR sequence. This is strange because the X-MAR sequence is specifically made to 

reduce metal artefacts. The metal artefacts in the X-MAR image of the human knee with TKA prosthesis 

are however reduced. The results are confusing, because they are conflicting. It may be possible that some 

data is corrupt and caused a reversal of the images of the phantom with prosthesis. The image that seems 

to be a FSE PD X-MAR is in real the standard FSE PD.   

It is clearly visible that the artefacts in surrounding structures next to the prosthesis show much larger 

artefacts in the human knee with prosthesis than in the phantom with prosthesis. This result is remarkable 

and a reason could be that the phantom does not have these complex structures. 

II.C Examination of metal artefacts 
For examination of the metal artefacts the size of the metal artefacts in the images of the phantom with 

prosthesis and the human knee with prosthesis are measured. The artefacts sizes are measured with 

RadiAnt DICOM viewer 3.0.2 with the use of the length measurement tool. This is not accurate because it 

is based on the human sight of the researchers instead of a scientific measuring system. 
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Recommendations 
In order to make a more representative phantom for the enhanced imaging of patients with metallic knee 

implants, these are our recommendations for further research.  

Sample preparation 
In order to make the samples more consistent and reliable, it is recommended for future studies to 

change the process of sample preparation. The samples have to be made with more precision, using a 

more complex heating procedure with a two-step heating process. Using a hot oil or water bath to heat 

the samples will cause a more homogenate heating of the samples. [12,13,33] 

Sample ingredients  
When sample preparation techniques do not give the desired results, it is an option to use other T1 and 

T2 modifiers like Aluminium powder or Copper ions. Another option is to change the gelling agent to 

carrageenan. This gelling agent worked for other studies. [12,13] 

Retrospectivity  
In order to make the phantom as representative as possible, it should have the same structures and T1 

and T2 values as human tissue. We expect that only when the phantom is representative, the artefacts 

can be fully compared. Making a more representative phantom is possible by making differences in 

density of the tissues (bone is hard, fat is soft). Another option in order to make the phantom more 

accurate is using a full TKA implant and not only a femoral part.  

MRI 
The MRI homogeneity can possibly be improved by redoing the calibration of the MRI scanner. If this has 

no effect, a calibration model that corrects for the attenuation at different locations in the coil should be 

made for the used parameters.   

Sequences  
Although the used spin echo sequence is able to calculate T1 and T2 relaxation times, newly created 

scans have made a lot of improvements. For example a Modified Look-Locker Inversion Recovery (MOLLI) 

sequence used for T1 mapping is a lot faster in calculating T1 relaxation times, but IR sequences can also 

be used for T1 and T2 calculation. [43] Therefore it will be wise to make an good evaluation before 

choosing a sequence.  

Prostheses orientation 
Susceptibility artefacts are greatly affected by the way metal is orientated with respect to the B0 field. 

[44] When implant screws are orientated parallel to the B0 field, artefact sizes are minimal. In further 

research it would be wise to think about the prostheses orientation in the B0 field.  

Metal artefact examination 
In further research it is wise to use a better quantification method to measure the size of the metal 

artefacts. This will enable other researchers to reproduce the results in further research regarding metal 

artefact imaging. [45]  
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Conclusion 
The phantom we created of gelatine, Dotarem®, agarose and demineralised water in this research is not 

representative for human tissue in low-field MRI. The T1 and T2 modifiers, Dotarem ® and agarose do 

influence the T1 and T2 relaxation times.  

The phantom with prosthesis and the human knee with prosthesis do not show corresponding metal 

artefacts in low-field MRI in the used sequences. Out of the comparison of the phantom with prosthesis 

and the human knee with prosthesis it appears that complex structures are necessary for getting the 

same distortion.  

Using a representative phantom with complex structures should determine how metal artefacts can be 

reduced in low-field MRI. The instability of the TKA prosthesis, stiffness after a TKA surgery, aseptic 

loosening and peri-prosthetic joint infection (PJI) will be better imaged and established. 
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Appendix 
A. Tables 

 

TABLE 4: SAMPLE COMPOSITIONS 

Sample  Gelatin  Agarose  Dotarem (µL)  Water  NaN3  

Bone1  10 gram  1,2 gram  3,5   90 gram  -  

Bone2  10gram  1,2 gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Bone3  10 gram  1,2 gram  4,5  90 gram  -  

Bone4  10gram  1,4gram  3,5   90 gram  -  

Bone5  10gram  1,4gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Bone6  10gram  1,4 gram  4,5  90 gram  -  

Bone7  10 gram  1,0 gram  3,5   90 gram  -  

Bone8   10gram  1,0 gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Bone9  10gram  1,0 gram  4,5  90 gram  -  

Muscle1  10gram  2,5 gram  0  90 gram  -  

Muscle2  10gram  2,5 gram  0,5  90 gram  -  

Muscle3  10gram  2,5 gram  1,0  90 gram  -  

Muscle4  10gram  3,0 gram  0  90 gram  -  

Muscle5  10gram  3,0 gram  0,5  90 gram  -  

Muscle6  10gram  3,0 gram  1  90 gram  -  

Muscle7   10gram  3,5 gram  0  90 gram  -  

Muscle8  10 gram  3,5 gram  0,5   90 gram  -  

Muscle9  10 gram  3,5 gram  1  90 gram  -  

Fat 1   10 gram  2,0 gram  3,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 2  10 gram  2,0gram  3,5  90 gram  -  

Fat3  10 gram  2,0gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 4  10 gram  2,2gram  3,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 5  10 gram  2,2 gram  3,5  90 gram  -  

Fat 6  10 gram  2,2gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 7  10 gram  2,4gram  3,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 8  10 gram  2,4gram  3,5  90 gram  -  

Fat 9  10 gram  2,4 gram  4,0  90 gram  -  

Fat 10   10 gram  2,0 gram  3,0  90 gram  0,03 gram  

Fat 11  10 gram  2,2 gram  3,5  90 gram  0,03 gram  

Fat 12  10 gram  2,4 gram  4,0  90 gram  0,03 gram  
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B. Figure  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 19: T1 TIMES OF MUSCLE SAMPLES. THE AVERAGE R² FOR THESE SAMPLES IS 0.99 (0.9619-0.9969). 

 

FIGURE 20: T1 TIMES OF FAT SAMPLES. THE AVERAGE R² FOR THESE SAMPLES IS 0.98 (0.9767-0.9948) 
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FIGURE 21: MR IMAGE OF PHANTOM WITH PROSTHESIS; A. FAST STIR X-MAR, B. MR IMAGE FAST STIR 

 

 

 

FIGURE 22: MR IMAGE OF HUMAN KNEE WITH PROSTHESIS; A. FAST STIR X-MAR, B. FAST STIR 
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FIGURE 23: A. X-BONE IMAGE OF THE PHANTOM WITH PROSTHESIS, B. X-BONE IMAGE OF THE HUMAN KNEE WITH 

PROSTHESIS 

 

 

FIGURE 24: MRI TEST SCANS WITH A HIGHER THICKNESS. THICKNESS 10 MM, TR 2500 MS, TE 24 MS 
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C. MATLAB scripts 
 

T1 calculation  
 

%aantalscans= size(scans.data{1,:});  

clear all  

close all  

scans = readDataServerPACS  

%% T1 calculation  

nr_samples = 16; %amount of samples in this box + 1 area for background 

analysis  

slice= 1 ; % kiezen welke slice  

plaatje= 5; %selecteren vanaf welke scan je roi wil tekenen  

   

%een hele hoop variabelen aanmaken  

aantalscans2= size(scans.data(1,:));  

aantalscans= aantalscans2(1,2) ;%aantal scans uitrekenen voor lengte 

loopjes  

ROI_space=logical(zeros(256,256,nr_samples));  

scan=scans.data{plaatje}; %selecteren scan  

nr_TR = size(scan,1); %aantal plaatjes in scan   

image_space=zeros(256,256,nr_TR); %matrix aanmaken voor plaatje  

image_space(:,:,nr_TR)=scan(slice,:,:); %plaatje selecteren  

image=image_space(:,:,nr_TR) ;    

figure,  

    imshow(image_space(:,:,nr_TR),[]) %show image  

    ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)=roipoly; %maken van ROI in plaatje  

    ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)=roipoly; %selection of background  

    intensities(plaatje,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(plaatje,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

     i=1;  

for i=1: aantalscans  

    scan=scans.data{i}; %selecteren scan  

    image_space(:,:,nr_TR)=scan(slice,:,:);%derdeplaatje selecteren  

    image=image_space(:,:,nr_TR);  

    TR(i)=scans.info{1,i}.RepetitionTime;    

    if (i >= 1) && (i < plaatje) %andere afbeeldingen geen roi maken      

        scan=scans.data{i};     

        image_space(:,:,nr_TR)=scan(slice,:,:);%derdeplaatje selecteren  

        TR(i)=scans.info{1,i}.RepetitionTime;  

        image=image_space(:,:,nr_TR);  

    intensities(i,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(i,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    i=i+1;  

     

    elseif i==plaatje;  

        %lalalal niks doen  

        i=i+1;  

          

    else (i > plaatje) && (i <= aantalscans);  

    scan=scans.data{i};     

     TR(i)=scans.info{1,i}.RepetitionTime;  

    image_space(:,:,nr_TR)=scan(slice,:,:);%derdeplaatje selecteren  

   

    image=image_space(:,:,nr_TR);  
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    intensities(i,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(i,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    i=i+1 ;  

    end   

      

end  

   

close all  

   

   

figure,  

intensities(:,3) = TR ;%voor TR  

[y,I]=sort(intensities(:,3));  

gesorteerd=intensities(I,:);  

gesorteerd=[0 0 0;gesorteerd]; %met 0'en aan het begin  

x=gesorteerd(:,3);  

y=gesorteerd(:,2);  

   

%modelfunctie maken en plotten  

   

%maxTE= max(x);  

figure,  

%rekenen aan de modelfunctie  

s = fitoptions('Method','NonlinearLeastSquares',...  

               'Lower',[0, 2 ,-inf],...  

               'Upper',[inf,inf, inf],...  

               'Startpoint',[0 0 0]);  

f = fittype('(a-a*exp(-(x/b)))+c ','options',s);  

[model,betrauwbaarheid] = fit(x,y,f)  

   

xmodel= 0:0.25 :1500;  

ymodel= (model.a-model.a*exp(-(xmodel/model.b)))+model.c;  

  
figure,  

plot (xmodel,ymodel)  

hold on,  

plot (x,y,'o')  

xlabel('TR') %voor T1 -> TR  

ylabel('Intensities (I)')  

   

ymax=max(ymodel);  

   

yt2=(1-(1/exp(1)))*(ymax); %63.2% of the curve  

    

syms xmodel  

eqn=(model.a-model.a*exp(-(xmodel/model.b)))+model.c ==yt2;  

T1=vpasolve(eqn,xmodel,[0 1500])  
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T2 calculation  
 

clear all  

close all  

scans = readDataServerPACS  

%%  

%% poging doen tot andere scripts lezen T2  

%aantalscans= size(scans.data{1,:});  

aantalscans= 10; %aangeven aantal plaatjes te analyseren(verschillende 

TE/TR)  

nr_samples = 2; %amount of samples in this box + 1 area for background 

analysis  

nr_TR= 1;  

intensities=(zeros(nr_TR,nr_samples));  

   

ROI_space=logical(zeros(256,256,nr_samples));  

i=1;  

for i=1: aantalscans  

    scan=scans.data{i}; %selecteren scan  

    nr_TR = size(scan,1); % aantal plaatjes in scan   

    image_space=zeros(256,256,nr_TR); %matrix aanmaken voor plaatje  

    image_space(:,:,1)=scan(1,:,:);%derdeplaatje selecteren  

    image=image_space(:,:,1);  

    TR(i)=scans.info{1,i}.RepetitionTime;  

    TE(i)=scans.info{1,i}.EchoTime;  

     

    if i==1  %%selecteren afbeelding  

    figure,  

    imshow(image_space(:,:,1),[]) %laten zien van de afbeelding  

    ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)=roipoly; %maken van ROI in plaatje  

    %ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)=roipoly;  

      

    intensities(i,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(i,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    i=i+1;  

    elseif (i >= 2) && (i <= 5) %andere afbeeldingen geen roi maken      

         

    intensities(i,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(i,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    i=i+1;  

    else (i >= 6) && (i <= aantalscans);  

    

    intensities(i,2) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    intensities(i,1) = mean(image(ROI_space(:,:,nr_samples)))-

mean(image(ROI_space2(:,:,nr_samples)));  

    i=i+1;      

       

    end   

      

      

end  

   

close all  

figure,  

plot (TE,intensities(:,2))  

figure,  
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intensities(:,3) = TE; %voor TE  

[y,I]=sort(intensities(:,3));  

gesorteerd=intensities(I,:);  

x=gesorteerd(:,3);  

y=gesorteerd(:,1);  

   

xlabel('TE') %voor T1 -> TR  

ylabel('Intensities (I)')  

   

%rekenen aan de modelfunctie  

   

s = fitoptions('Method','NonlinearLeastSquares',...  

               'Lower',[100, -inf ],...  

               'Upper',[Inf,0],...  

               'Startpoint',[1 1]);  

f = fittype('(a*exp((x*b))) ','options',s);  

[model,betrauwbaarheid] = fit(x,y,f)  

   

xmodel= 0:0.25 :150;  

ymodel= (model.a*exp(xmodel*model.b));  

x0= 0;  

yt2= (model.a*exp(x0*model.b))  

xt2= 0.368*yt2  

figure,  

plot (xmodel,ymodel)  

hold on  

plot (x,y,'o')  

ylabel('test')  

syms xmodel  

eqn=(model.a*exp(xmodel*model.b))==xt2;  

T2=vpasolve(eqn,xmodel,[0 600]) 

 


